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Some years ago i t was suggested that halogen negative ions [1] co uld o ffer a f easible a lternative p ath to  
positive i ons as a  h eavy i on fus ion dri ver be am whi ch would not  s uffer de gradation due  to e lectron 
accumulation in the accelerator and beam transport system, and which could be converted to a neutral beam 
by photodetachment near the chamber entrance if desired.  Since then, experiments have demonstrated that 
negative halogen beams can be extracted and accelerated away from the gas plume near the source with a 
surviving current density c lose to wha t could be  achieved with a  pos itive ion of s imilar m ass, and with 
comparable op tical quality.  In de monstrating the feasibility of ha logen negative ions as heavy ion driver 
beams, i on – i on pl asmas, a n i nteresting a nd s omewhat n ovel s tate of m atter, we re produc ed.  T hese 
plasmas, produced near the extractor plane of the sources, appear, based upon many lines of experimental 
evidence, to c onsist of a lmost e qual de nsities of pos itive and ne gative chlorine i ons, w ith onl y a s mall 
component of fre e e lectrons.  S erendipitously, t he ne ed to e xtract be ams from  t his pl asma for dri ver 
development provides a unique diagnostic tool to investigate the plasma, since each component – pos itive 
ions, negative ions, and electrons -- can be extracted and measured separately.   We discuss the relevance of 
these obs ervations to unde rstanding ne gative ion be am e xtraction from  e lectronegative pla smas s uch a s 
halogens, or t he m ore fa miliar hydroge n of m agnetic fus ion i on s ources.  We  s uggest a  c oncept wh ich 
might improve negative hydrogen extraction by the addition of a  halogen.  The possibility and challenges 
of producing ion—ion plasmas with thin targets of halogens or, perhaps, salt, is briefly addressed. 
 
1.  Introduction 
 
 Some years ago [1] it was suggested that halogens, with their very large electron affinities, might 
allow the production of beams of high enough current density to make negative ions feasible as a driver for 
heavy i on fus ion.  N egative ions woul d ha ve the advantage t hat, unli ke pos itive ions, they wou ld not 
accumulate electrons that might cause emittance growth, and they presented the appealing option of being 
suitable for e nergy-efficient photodetachment [2] t o n eutrals, which wou ld result in lower average beam 
self-perveance during propagation across a  fus ion target chamber, even with s ubsequent r eionization by 
target-emitted x-ra ys a nd c ollisions wit h fl ibe va por.  T hese a dvantages w ere, how ever, onl y wort h 
pursuing if negative heavy ion beams of roughl y comparable quality to corresponding positive ion beams 
could be easily produced. 
 
 All of the stable halogens have quite similar electron affinities, ranging from 3.06 eV to  3.62 eV, 
and t hey a ll, in t he va por pha se, form  d iatomic molecules, r endering any of them s uitable a s a  
representative test case.   W e ch ose chlorine b ecause, u nlike iodine o r b romine, i t is a g as at a mbient 
temperature, and because it is easier to handle than fluorine.  Two sets of experiments with chlorine using 
different RF ion s ources and di fferent test f acilities we re s ubsequently carried out  ove r the n ext s everal 
years through c ollaborations P rinceton P lasma Physics L aboratory wit h L awrence Berkeley N ational 
Laboratory and with Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.   
 
 These e xperiments, wh ich we  ha ve di scussed i n e arlier pa pers [3],  found that c horine, a nd by  
implication, the other stable halogens, was well-suited to producing beams at current densities, emittances, 
and s urvivability a gainst c harge-changing c ollisions i n ga s, t hat we re qui te s imilar t o wha t c ould be  
obtained with pos itive ions of s imilar mass and electron number.  T he experiments a t Berkeley [4] we re 
able to extract and transmit Cl- through the ion source gas effluent at a current density at the analyzer which 
was 79% of the combined Cl+ and Cl2+ reaching the same analyzer.  The Cl- was 99.5% atomic, while only 
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82% of t he pos itive chlorine current was atomic ions.  Und er these op timum conditions, the co-extracted 
electrons were only 7 times the Cl- current, much less than the ratio of 240 based on the velocity difference 
which would be expected if there were equal numbers of e lectrons and Cl- ions near the extraction plane 
and at the same temperature (in fact, the electrons were likely hotter than the ions, which would have made 
the mobility ra tio even greater than 240).   S ubsequent experiments a t Livermore [5] obtained Cl- current 
densities at the Faraday cup that were 85 – 90% of the positive ion current at the same operating conditions, 
and again, very low e/Cl- ratios of j ust 6 – 7.   Wit h the same discharge RF dr ive power, nearly the same 
pressure, and the same source, beam extractor, and diagnostic devices, the Livermore experiments found  
that th e Cl- current density w as 76%  of t he Ar + current d ensity wh ich could be  extracted from  an argon 
discharge, which would be a conventional ion – e lectron plasma, and is typical of the sorts of ions which 
have  been considered as candidates for heavy ion fusion driver beams.   
 
 Emittance measurements on the beams in the Livermore experiments found an effective transverse 
beam temperature of 0.3 eV for the Cl-, the Cl+ + Cl2+, and the Ar+ beams.  However, it was surmised that, 
since, f or all three b eams, th e n ormalized emittance in creased w ith b eam p erveance, th e b eam ex traction 
optics was probably contributing to the apparent beam temperature.  Thus, 0.3 eV was taken to be an upper 
limit on t he ion te mperature i n the extraction pla ne of t he s ource p lasma, a nd it w as not  pos sible to 
determine which of the beams started out colder. 
 
 The overall outcome of the experiments at Berkeley and at Livermore was to demonstrate that the 
halogens are entirely s uitable for produc ing ne gative i on beams wit h c urrent de nsities and e mittances 
similar to those of s imilar mass pos itive ions, and with a low enough co-extracted electron component to 
allow easy dumping at low energy in the beam extraction and pre-acceleration stage.  Thus, the initial goal 
of these experiments, to show the feasibility of ne gative h alogen b eams a s heavy ion drivers for i nertial 
confinement fus ion, was achieved.  Howe ver, in considering the results obtained in these experiments, it 
has become apparent that the plasma state achieved in the extractor region of the ion sources may be of as 
much or more interest as the beam results themselves. 
 
2.  Ion – Ion Plasmas 

 
 Both the Berkeley and the Livermore experiments used a type of ion source which has been called, 
in t he m agnetic fus ion e nergy c ommunity, a  t andem i on s ource.  T his t ype of s ource ha s be en us ed 
extensively f or m ore th an 2  d ecades to  p roduce H - and D - as precursors of hi gh energy neutral beams to 
inject into tokamaks and stellarators, and at the front end of high energy accelerators such as the Spallation 
Neutron Source at Oak Ridge.  Most of the source volume is taken up by the driver plasma, where either 
cathode filaments or an RF antenna produce primary electrons to ionize gas.   A m agnetic filter, produced 
by external m agnets, i nternal m agnets, or a  l arge current flowing a long the pla sma grid from  which the 
beam i s extracted, typically s eparates the dr iver p lasma fr om the extractor p lasma.  The purpos e of t he 
magnetic fil ter ha s t raditionally be en vi ewed a s ke eping the  hi gh e nergy pri mary e lectrons out  of t he 
extractor plasma region, where they would have a large cross section for destroying negative ions.  Figure 1 
shows a particular version of a tandem ion source used in the Livermore chlorine experiments.  A lthough 
there a re m any di fferent ve rsions of t his genre of s ource, m ost of whi ch do not  us e internal m agnets to 
produce the filter, they all have in common a driver plasma at the rear of the source, and a (usually shorter) 
region of plasma between the magnetic filter and the extraction electrode. 
 
 Although ion-ion plasmas have been the subject of a  few studies in the past, they were generally 
either transient shells occurring on the outside of afterglow plasmas after the driving power was terminated 
[6], o r in  th e f ew s tudies o f eq uilibrium p lasmas, b eams w ere n ot ex tracted [ 7].  Becau se th e in itial 
motivation for t he c hlorine d ischarge e xperiments conducted a t Berkeley a nd L ivermore w as t o 
demonstrate the suitability of ha logens as negative ion driver beams for inertial confinement fusion, they 
were designed to extract and accelerate ion beams.    
 
 By changing the polarity of t he extractor/accelerator power supply connections, w e could either 
extract a be am of pos itive ions or a  b eam comprised of n egative ions and e lectrons.  T he addition of a  
dipole m agnetic fie ld a llowed t he s eparate m easurement of t he ne gative i ons a nd t he e lectrons.  T hus, 
somewhat serendipitously, measuring the parameters of the extracted beams provides a novel diagnostic for 
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inferring some of the characteristics of the conditions in the extractor plasma near the extraction sheath.  
Measuring t he extracted ne gative i on and e lectron c urrents yi elds a  qua litative m easure of t he r elative 
prevalence o f e lectrons co mpared to io ns in  the p lasma ( qualitative r ather th an q uantitative b ecause the 
electrons are much lighter and therefore much more mobile than the ions, and they are usually hotter, which 
enhances their mobility).  Measuring the normalized emittance of the ion beam gives an upper limit on the 
ion temperature in the extractor plasma.  Changing the power supply connections so as to extract a positive 
ion beam, and then operating the source at the same discharge parameters (driver power and gas pressure) 
as were used for extraction of a negative beam, allows comparison of the relative quantities of positive and 
negative ions in the extractor plasma under any given set of operating conditions.  Applying a momentum 
analyzer to the pos itive and n egative ion b eams allows the fractions of  a tomic and molecular ions to b e 
assessed.   
 
 Thus, a nalysis of t he e xtracted be ams ha s e merged a s a  us eful di agnostic of t he pl asma i n t he 
extractor re gion.  An i ntriguing pos sibility is t hat, w ith f urther s tudy, a nd wit h t he a ddition of ot her 
diagnostics  ( such as Langmuir probe s a nd p erhaps a laser to phot odetach ne gative i ons) within the 
extractor plasma, it might be possible, by c omparing pre-sheath densities before extraction to post-sheath 
densities in the beams, to infer some of the properties about sheaths in ion-ion plasmas, a topic which has 
had little or no experimental exploration, insofar as we are aware.  Applying the same combination of in-
source and beam diagnostics to an a rgon beam would then a llow an experimental de termination of how 
ion-ion s heaths d iffer from  e lectron-ion s heaths.  Such s tudies, while of funda mental p lasma phys ics 
interest, might also have implications for commercial applications in plasma processing. 
 
 The e xperiments c onducted a t Berkeley a nd L ivermore wi th c hlorine be ams found fi ve 
independent l ines of e vidence [5] s upporting the inference that the extractor plasma in these two tandem 
ion sources was an ion – ion plasma consisting of positive ions, a nearly equal number of negative ions, and 
relatively few electrons.  They also found t hat the degree to which an ion – ion plasma could be formed 
depended very s trongly upon t he e lectron affinity of t he f eedstock gas.   Thus oxygen, with an e lectron 
affinity of 1.46 eV, yielded an O- beam with about 25%  of the current of the positive oxygen beam, much 
more th an the ty pical  H -/(H+ + H 2

+ + H 3
+) ra tio of 2 - 4 % in an uncesiated volume production tandem 

hydrogen source, where H- is formed  t hrough the same reaction pathways as O-, but a t much lower ra tes 
because the electron affinity of hydrogen is only 0.75 eV.  Nonetheless, the oxygen discharge did not have 
the ful l characteristics of a n ion – i on plasma be cause i t contained a  lot of e lectrons, produc ing an e /H- 
beam ratio of 300.  Chlorine, with an electron affinity of  3.62 eV, yielded a Cl-/(Cl+ + Cl2+)  ratio of 90%, 
and an  e/Cl- ra tio of j ust 6 t o 7, far less than the mobility ratio of 240 t o be expected if the electrons and 
negative i ons ha d e qual t emperatures (t he e lectrons a re a lmost c ertainly hot ter, whi ch woul d m ake the 
expected ratio even greater) and if there were equal numbers of electrons and Cl-.  Thus, the halogens, with 
electron affinities ranging from 3.06 eV to 3.62 eV, appear to be by far the most suitable elements for the 
formation of ion – ion plasmas, and the phenomenon might be largely limited to them. 
 
3.  Extraction of Negative Ion Beams 

 

  A long-standing conundrum in the field of H- ion source physics has been why one is able 
to extract negative ions from the p lasma a t a ll.  In ordi nary plasmas us ing feedstocks with modest to no  
electron affinity, the plasma should consist of pos itive ions, electrons, and a small component of negative 
ions.  T hus the c haracteristics of  t he s heath a t the e dge of t he p lasma s hould b e de termined vi rtually 
entirely by t he positive ions and the electrons, with the negative ions playing almost no rol e compared to 
the much lighter, and therefore much more mobile, electrons.  Under such conditions, ambipolar diffusion 
of the ions and electrons to the walls results in the establishment of a p ositive potential well in the plasma 
relative to the wall in order to retard the diffusion of e lectrons to the wall and enhance the movement of  
positive i ons.  T his b alances t he pos itive and ne gative fl uxes, a nd allows t he pl asma to m aintain 
approximate charge neutrality.  Unde r such conditions, the positive potential well should act as a trap for  
the negative ions, impeding their flow across the pre-sheath and sheath to be extracted as beam.  
 
A.  Extraction of negative ions from ion – ion plasmas 
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 This was l ikely th e reason that early a ttempts to ex tract n egative ions f rom p lasmas which w ere 
dominantly of an electron-ion character failed. [8]  The situation should be quite different, however, in an 
ion-ion plasma such as appears to have been produced in the chlorine beam experiments a t Berkeley and 
Livermore.  If t he dominant charge carriers are positive and negative ions, with only a small admixture of 
electrons, th en s ince the m ass i mbalance b etween th e p ositive an d n egative charge c arriers is  m uch l ess 
than in an electron-ion plasma, their relative mobilities will also be much more balanced, so the retarding 
potential between the plasma interior and the wall needed to maintain charge-neutral fluxes should be much 
less than in an electron –  ion p lasma.  In a  plasma made solely of a  s ingle halogen, as is the case in the 
chlorine b eam e xperiments, t he dom inant pos itive a nd ne gative c harge c arriers ha ve almost exactly t he 
same mass (because about 18% of the positive chlorine ions were Cl2

+, whereas the negative chlorine was 
99.5% atomic, the average mass of the positive chlorine ions in these experiments was slightly greater than 
the average mass of the negative chlorine ions).  Thus, the retarding potential required to maintain charge 
neutral wa ll fl uxes s hould be  s mall, but  s till non-z ero, due  t o t he i nfluence of t he s mall m inority of  
electrons.  As  a result, the potential well trapping the negative ions within the p lasma should be shallow, 
and it should be almost as easy to extract negative ions as it is to pull out positive ions.   
 
 In practice, there does not seem to have ever existed a clear definition of the delineation between 
an electron – ion plasma and an ion – ion plasma, but it would seem appropriate to call a plasma an electron 
– i on pla sma if its e dge dyna mics, and t herefore t he e dge pot ential gra dient, are dom inated by t he 
mobilities of its positive ion and electron components, and, conversely, to call a plasma an ion – ion plasma 
if i ts edge dynamics and the re sulting potential gradient, a re dom inated by i ts pos itive and negative ion 
components.  Such a definition would seem to be in harmony with past practices, in which transient ion – 
ion plasma conditions were deemed to have been produced in afterglow plasmas after the termination of the 
power driving the discharge. [9]  After the driving power was stopped, the rapid diffusion of the remaining 
light e lectrons to the wall left behind the heavier positive and negative ions. This in turn led to a sudden 
rush of the negative ions to the wall after the collapse of the positive potential well that had arisen from the 
dominant effect of electrons upon the ambipolar diffusion retarding potential.  This sort of  very-short-lived 
transient i on – i on plasma condition could a rise in the afterglow of d ischarges even i f t heir component 
feedstocks were no t s trongly electronegative (such as oxygen), or we re only partly composed of s trongly 
electronegative ha logens.  T his wa s be cause t he s upply of  ne w e lectrons ha d be en te rminated i n t hese 
afterglow pla smas, s o the evolution of t he de caying pla sma wa s driven by t he r elative v elocities of t he 
species, along with the fact that low energy electrons could also be captured by diatomic molecules, in turn 
forming negative ions by dissociative attachment. 
 
 In the case of t he chlorine b eam experiments conducted a t Berkeley and L ivermore, the beams 
were extracted during the powered phase of the discharge, and the multiple lines of evidence supporting the 
existence of ion – ion plasma conditions were characteristic of t he s teady phase of the d ischarge.  Wh ile 
these di scharges we re, for re asons of c ooling a nd powe r s upply c apabilities, limited i n dura tion t o 
milliseconds, the power flow through them was in equilibrium during the beam extraction periods.  In these 
discharges, the quasineutrality condition would imply that the negative  ion density could not, on average, 
exceed the pos itive ion density, and m oreover, s ince some e lectrons m ust always be  pr esent to produce 
negative ions through dissociative a ttachment, the negative ion d ensity can n ever qu ite equal that of the 
positive ions.  Additi onally, although ha logen ne gative ions , wit h their c omparatively la rge b inding 
energies for the extra electron, are more robust against s tripping to neutrals than are more weakly bound  
negative ions such as H-, the stripping losses of  Cl- in the relatively dense column of gas flowing out of the 
ion s ource through the extractor/accelerator would be  greater than the losses of Cl + b y ch arge ex change 
reactions.   
 
 Accordingly, the fact th at th e Cl - current m easured a t a F araday cu p w as n early as much as  th e 
positive chlorine current at the same discharge conditions (90% in the case of the Livermore experiments) 
suggests that these pla smas offe red li ttle i f any impediment to extraction of ne gative ions, and thus that 
there was little if any positive potential well to trap the negative ions within the extraction region plasma.  
The lack of an impeding electric potential in the extraction region is further evidenced by the behavior of 
the ex tracted Cl -  current wh en the pla sma grid w as b iased pos itive r elative to the pla sma.  Appl ying a 
positive bias of up t o 40 vol ts (the limit of the supply) did not increase the extracted Cl- appreciably.  B y 
contrast, applying a 1 5 volt positive bias in the same ion source when operating with an oxygen discharge 
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produced a 2 0% increase in  the extracted O - current, and applying a  pos itive bi as of a  f ew volt s to the 
extraction grids of conceptually similar tandem H- sources can augment the extracted H- current by a factor 
of two.  This trend strongly suggests that the retarding potential inhibiting negative ion extraction was less 
in the discharges m ade from oxygen, with an e lectron affinity of 1. 46 eV, than in discharges m ade from  
hydrogen, with an electron affinity of 0.75 eV, and that the retarding potential  was more or less absent in 
the discharges made from chlorine, with an electron affinity of  3.62 eV.   
 
B.  Negative ion extraction from electron – ion plasmas 

 
 Thus, it  a ppears t hat t he absence, or ne ar-absence, of a n a mbipolar-diffusion-driven pos itive 
potential we ll t o t rap ne gative i ons c an e xplain t he e ase of e xtraction of ne gative i ons from  i on – i on 
plasmas.  How ever, m ost dri ven pla smas (one s that a re n ot i n t he a fterglow pha se) a re not i on – ion 
plasmas, particularly the hydrogen isotope discharges from which H-  or D- are commonly extracted to form 
beams  that a re s ubsequently ne utralized a nd us ed t o he at a nd dri ve c urrent i n m agnetically c onfined 
nuclear fusion experiments.  How is it that some portion of the negative ions  in these dominantly electron 
– ion plasmas formed from a  relatively weakly electronegative gas can be extracted from what should be a 
confining positive electrostatic potential well? 
 
 It is  lik ely th at th e an swer i s p robably d ue to  at le ast t wo m echanisms.  Th e f irst is  p erhaps y et 
another example of serendipity in the pursuit of negative ion beams.  All of the high current H- and D- ion 
sources in use for magnetic fusion incorporate some form of magnetic filter field to protect the plasma near 
the extraction plane from the destructive effects of the high energy primary electrons in the driver plasma, 
since these high energy electrons  destroy negative hydrogen ions.  However, because these magnetic filters 
are lo cated n ear th e ex traction r egion, an d indeed, in o ne co nfiguration ar ise f rom an  electric cu rrent 
flowing a long t he extraction gri d, t he f ilter fie ld a ctually pe rvades t he e ntire re gion of pl asma ne ar t he 
extraction grid.  The dominant component of these filter fields is parallel to the plasma grid from which the 
beam is extracted, so that charged particles moving towards the extraction plane have to cross the magnetic 
field.  The line averaged magnetic thickness of these filter fields across their spatial extent of several cm is  
typically a few hundred gauss-cm or less, so the Larmor radii of the thermal electrons in the plasma will be 
appreciably s maller th an th e d istance acr oss the f ilter, w hile th e L armor r adii o f th e m uch m ore m assive 
ions will be larger than the fi lter w idth.  T hus, the e lectrons will be magnetized, while the ions are, to a  
large extent, not.  Because crossing the magnetic field lines impedes the flow of the electrons much more 
than it impedes the dominant positive ions and the minority negative ions, it has much the same effect as if 
it were increasing their mass to the ex tent that they drift towards the extraction plane.  T he magnetic filter 
field parallel to the extraction plane also adds a net drift of the thermal electrons along the direction parallel 
to th e ex traction p lane, r ather th an to wards it.  T hus, th e m agnetic f ilter f ield p artly m akes u p f or th e 
mobility imbalance between ions and electrons, taking the place, to some extent, of the ambipolar diffusion 
retarding potential that normally impedes negative ion extraction from electron – ion plasmas. 
 
  The s econd mechanism t hat fa cilitates ne gative i on extraction from  pla smas w ith 
dominantly electron – ion characteristics is the positive bias that is usually applied in negative hydrogen ion 
sources b etween the p lasma g rid f rom which th e b eam is ex tracted and th e p lasma.  Biasing the g rid 
positive re lative to t he pl asma c an c ounteract t he e ffects of t he a mbipolar-diffusion-driven re tarding 
potential, increasing the fraction of the negative hydrogen ions which can be extracted from the discharge.  
 
C. Reduced role of magnetic filters in negative ion extraction from ion – ion plasmas  
 
 Since t he i on s ources us ed i n t he c hlorine be am e xperiments a t B erkeley a nd L ivermore [5] 
incorporated m agnetic filt ers, one  might a sk whe ther the low e /Cl- ratios obs erved in these experiments 
might simply have been a manifestation of the magnetic filters, rather than a characteristic of  an  ion – ion 
plasma.  That this was not the case is apparent from two observations in the ion source used at Berkeley.  
An oxygen discharge was run in this source with the same magnetic filter configuration as was used for the 
chlorine discharge.  If  the low e/Cl- ratio of 7 were  due primarily to the effects of the magnetic filter, then 
the e/O - s hould h ave b een even lower, s ince oxyge n is  lighter than chlorine.  In fa ct, the e/O- r atio at 
optimum conditions was  much larger -- 300  -- because O - was less prominent in the oxygen plasma than 
was Cl- in the chlorine plasma, leaving room in charge space for electrons.  The second salient observation 
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was that, when the position of the magnetic filter was varied relative to the extraction plane in the chlorine 
discharge, the minimum e/O- ratio did not occur when the filter was closest to the extraction plane (1.1 cm) 
which would have maximized the magnetic field strength, and the suppression of electrons, at the extractor, 
and ne ither d id it  o ccur whe n t he fil ter w as fa rthest away (2. 1 c m), whic h woul d h ave maximized t he 
integrated magnetic filter th ickness, but it instead occurred when the filter was at an intermediate distance 
(1.6 cm).  Thus, while the magnetic filter is probably a fundamental factor in the extraction of substantial 
current densities of negative ions from a dominantly electron – ion plasma, it seems to be of substantially 
less significance to the extraction of negative ions from ion – ion plasmas.  
 
4.  Halogen-assisted D

-
 extraction from deuterium ion sources 

 

 Since i t appears that it is easier to ex tract n egative ion beams f rom ion –  ion p lasmas than f rom 
dominantly electron – ion plasmas such as occur in the hydrogen ion sources used for heating and current 
drive in some present day magnetic fusion devices [10] and planned for the ITER tokamak [11], it is natural 
to ask whether the knowledge gained from the chlorine beam extraction experiments might perhaps have 
some a pplication t o improving t he pe rformance of ne gative hydroge n s ources for t he m agnetic fus ion 
energy progra m.  T hese i on sources, although m uch larger t han the s ources us ed i n the Be rkeley and 
Livermore negative chlorine beam experiments, are similar in principle; they are tandem ion sources, with a 
magnetic filter separating the driver region from the extractor plasma region.  
 
 If only pure hydrogen or deuterium is fed into these sources,  the amount of H- or D-  which can be 
extracted is too low (about 2 -3 mA/cm2) to be useful for magnetic confinement fusion.  The low yield is a 
consequence of the low (0.75 eV) e lectron affinity of hydr ogen.  As  a  r esult, the negative hydrogen ion  
sources used for m agnetic fus ion all feed cesium vapor into the discharge chambers.  C esium lowers the 
electron work function of surfaces, and substantially increases the yield of negative hydrogen ions, so that, 
for instance, 10 – 13 mA/cm2 of  D- can be reliably extracted and accelerated.   
 
 There are, however, disadvantages to using cesium in these ion sources.  Cesium which drifts into 
the accelerator lowers th e e lectron work function of the h igh voltage grids, w ith th e result th at they emit 
more secondary electrons when hit by beam ions, reducing the voltage holding capability of the accelerator.  
Metallic cesium is also easily inactivated within the source by conversion to an oxide or hydroxide through 
contact w ith oxyge n or wa ter va por, bot h of whi ch a re v ery di fficult t o e liminate from  l arge va cuum 
systems.  This is especially true in a hydrogen ion source and accelerator, because almost all high voltage 
insulators that can be used in the accelerator column contain large amounts of oxygen.  Atomic hydrogen, 
which is produced in copious amounts in these ion sources, and to a lesser extent molecular hydrogen, can 
remove oxygen from  the metal oxides that a re the ba sis o f m any insulators, and this r eduction re action 
results in a perpetual supply of hydroxyl and water molecules.  The severity of this problem is reduced, but 
probably not  e liminated, by t he fact that most of t he hydrogen which reaches the high voltage insulators 
should be molecular rather than atomic by the time it contacts them. 
 
 Accordingly, it would be of substantial practical interest to investigate whether there might be an 
alternative way to in crease the extractable negative ion current density f rom an H- or D - ion source.  T he 
negative hydrogen current density which can be extracted from an uncesiated tandem ion source is much 
smaller (two orders of magnitude) than the positive ion current density which can be extracted.  While it is 
possible th at th is r epresents a ll th e n egative io ns av ailable to  ex tract, it m ight a lso b e th e c ase th at th e 
ambipolar-diffusion-driven pos itive pot ential we ll whic h t raps the n egative i ons is not  v ery we ll 
compensated by the drag on the electrons from the filter field and the applied bias of the plasma grid.  Since 
it appears, as discussed above, that in ion – ion plasmas it is possible to easily extract essentially all of the 
available negative ion current density, it  would be  appropriate to t ry to a lter t he negative charge c arrier 
composition in a hydrogen ion source to give it more of an ion – ion plasma character. 
 
 Changing the characteristics  of a  hydrogen discharge from those of an electron – ion plasma to 
those of a n ion – i on plasma m ight be  a ttempted by a dding a  ha logen to the di scharge.   W ith e lectron 
affinities of  3. 06 eV – 3.62 eV,  ha logens will form negative ions much more readily than does hydrogen 
with an electron affinity of 0.75 eV.  Thus, in order to minimize the negative halogen current which will be 
co-extracted with the H- or D-, one should minimize the mobility of the halogen ion relative to a hydrogen 
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ion by pi cking a heavy halogen.  Iodi ne would appear the most appropriate.  If  I- and D-  have about the 
same te mperature in th e d ischarge, then th e extracted D -/I- c urrent de nsity ra tio s hould be  roughl y t he 
inverse of t he square root  of t heir masses i f the I - and D - ar e at eq ual d ensities in th e p lasma.  S ince th e 
mass of iodine is 131, while D is 2, this ratio would be about 7.8 under conditions of equal temperature and 
density.  However, achieving any benefit from this technique requires that a large fraction of the electrons 
within the extractor plasma b e displaced by n egative ions.  Thus, there wil l probably need to be s everal 
times more I- ions in the extractor plasma than there are D-  ions, resulting in a co-extracted I- current that is 
comparable to or larger than the D- current.   
 
 This woul d c learly be  w ildly im practical i f the c ombined be am we re s ent t hrough t he whole  
accelerator, as it would decrease the electrical efficiency by the I-/D- ratio, which no practical system could 
tolerate, and i t woul d re sult i n a  he avily c ontaminated be am.  Howe ver, it  s hould be  pra ctical t o us e 
magnetic fields to dump the I- on the extractor grid, much as the co-extracted electrons are dumped on the 
extractor g rid b y p ermanent m agnets implanted in  th e ex tractor g rids o f th e l arge H - and D -  ion sources 
presently used in magnetic fusion experiments.  The accelerator would need to be inclined at a slight angle 
relative to the extraction plane of the plasma so that the D- would continue while the I-  would be stopped.  
Since the extraction stage energy is usually low compared to the total acceleration energy (5 – 6 keV for the 
extractor, c ompared t o 370 ke V to 1000 Me V for t he ful l acceleration pot ential), t he de crease in t he 
accelerator electrical efficiency would be small (0.5 –  1 .6 %), and the effect on the overall b eam system 
efficiency would be even smaller, since there are other power inputs besides the accelerator supply. 
 
 While it might be possible that this approach, if it should turn out to be useful, could be employed 
in cesiated negative hydrogen sources, it would be easier to t ry initially in an uncesiated source.  This is  
because a halogen and an alkali can combine to form a salt, such as cesium iodide, so they might inactivate 
each other.  If the rate of salt formation within the discharge chamber environment were slow enough, then 
the cesium and the iodide might co-exist, allowing the possibility of enchanced D- beam extraction from the 
higher D- densities possible in a cesiated ion source.   
 
 However, it would be fairly easy to try adding iodine vapor to an uncesiated hydrogen discharge 
(using the s ame s ort of ove n s ystem wh ich is pre sently us ed to inject c esium vapor), and then m easure 
whether th ere is a lar ge in crease in th e H- current d ensity w hich c an b e extracted.  I f there is  even a 
moderate increase in the ex tracted H- current density, this would be of basic sheath physics interest, but if 
there is a large increase, it might be exploitable in large negative hydrogen neutral beam systems for ITER 
and other large fusion devices. 
 
 As a practical matter, it would be even easier to add chlorine to an uncesiated hydrogen discharge, 
since chlorine is a gas at room temperature.  Thus, a good first experiment would be adding chlorine to an 
H- ion source to see whether the extracted current density of H-  is significantly enhanced.  I f it is , then an  
oven for iodine vapor injection could be added.   
 
5.  Ion – ion plasmas in the warm dense matter regime 

 

 Previously, we have suggested that it should be possible to extend the halogen ion – ion plasmas 
studied in the recent negative chlorine beam experiments into the warm dense matter regime by he ating a 
(cooled) iodine or brom ine fo il with a short h igh power b urst of h eavy ions or laser light, produc ing a 
transient ion – ion plasma at much higher density than is obtainable in ion sources.  While this should be of 
intrinsic scientific interest, it will, however, be harder to diagnose than the ion – ion plasmas produced in 
the chlorine beam experiments.  T his is in part because measurements on t he beams of e xtracted positive 
ions, negative ions, a nd electrons provided i nsight i nto the  plasma c haracteristics, a nd t his diagnostic 
technique will not be available for the  study of t ransient foil plasmas.  An a dditional complication is that 
the tiny transient ion -  ion plasmas produced from a foil will probably be surrounded by ordinary electron 
ion plasma, which is likely to contaminate the results obtained by measurements of  electrical or dielectric 
properties of the ion – ion plasmas. 
 
 Thus, since understanding how best to do experiments with ion – ion plasmas is likely to require 
some learning, it w ould b e h elpful to  s tart w ith a target w hich i s e asier to f abricate an d s tore than is an 
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iodine or bromine foil, but which still contains large amounts of halogens.  To this end, it might be good to 
start w ith a thin layer of s alt deposited on a  substrate of c arbon or gol d, two f airly s tandard s ubstrates, 
which a lso ha ppen t o be  s omewhat e lectronegative (a lthough l ess s o t han ha logens).  Whil e s odium 
chloride s hould b e s uitable, pot assium c hloride woul d h ave the a dvantage of c onstituents wh ich a re 
approximately the same mass during the first f ew n anoseconds of t he expansion before the s alt c loud is 
thoroughly mixed with the substrate cloud.  A s alt should be a suitable precursor for an ion – ion plasma, 
since half of its constituent atoms are halogens, and when used as an electrolyte in solution, a salt forms an 
analogue to an ion – ion plasma.   
 
6.  Summary 
 
 The experiments conducted so far to validate negative halogen beams as potential driver beams for 
inertial co nfinement f usion w ere s uccessful in  th is g oal. H owever, th ey als o p roduced an  interesting 
physical regime, ion – ion plasmas, and a novel way of inferring some its properties by measurements upon 
extracted be ams of t he di fferent pla sma c omponents.  F urther e xperiments c ould provi de va luable 
additional insights into ion – i on plasmas, ion – i on sheaths, and whe ther it might b e possible to extract 
very low temperature beams of pos itive or ne gative ions to produce small focal spots for a pplications in 
heavy ion fusion, ion lithography, or production of warm dense matter.   Addi ng a heavy halogen such as 
iodine to a t andem H- ion source could test whe ther, by altering the ambipolar-diffusion-driven potential 
well for negative ions, more of the available H- might be extractable.  This should be fairly easy to test in an 
uncesiated H - ion s ource, a nd i f s uccessful t here, it m ight a lso be  pos sible t o us e ha logen-enhanced 
extraction of D- in a cesiated source.   
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Figure Captions 

[1] Schematic of the ion source built for the Livermore experiments of reference 5.  As in other tandem H- 

sources, the f ilter m agnets s hield t he extractor r egion pl asma from  hi gh e nergy e lectrons i n t he dri ver 

plasma where the RF antenna resides.  The deflector magnets separate the electrons from the negative ion 

beam.  Us ed with permission from L. R. Grisham, Review of Scientific Instruments, 77, 03A501 (2006).   
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